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Jeopardy game template google slides

Many years ago the height of technology integration created an interactive Jeopardy game in PowerPoint. So, I decided to get a little retro and recreat the Jeopardy game on Google Slides. The key to creating Jeopardy games is to use the Link tool in Google Slides. Usually the slide show is designed to be displayed sequentially, one slide followed by the next slide in sequence. However, Google Slides
allows you to place links on slides that can be linked to other slides in a presentation, regardless of order. By using links to other slides, presentations can be created that are non-linear, where users can choose which slides to display. Using this technique I created two Jeopardy Game Templates. One has five categories and the other has six categories. In each template all items are hyperlinked, so all you
have to do is make a copy of the slideshow and then add your topic questions, answers, and descriptions. The only drawback is that the category link does not change color after you click on it. Currently Google Slides does not have the option to show the link has been clicked, but hopefully they will add that option in the future. In the meantime, you'll need to keep track of which categories have been used
on paper or other methods. Your template can open Jeopardy Game Template with the link below. Note: Templates are displayed only, so you'll need to create your own copy to be able to edit them. Just click File then Make a copy of Jeopardy Game - Template 5 topics - Google Slides link Jeopardy Game - 6-topic template - Google Slides link Example As an example of a complete Jeopardy game
created from this template, below is a link to the game Math Terms. Jeopardy Game Example - Math Terms - Google Slides Tutorial link If you want to create your own interactive slideshow, detailed directions can be found below in my recorded webinar training and in my help guide and linked slideshow below. Slideshow - Google Slides for Stories, Quizzes, and Games - Google Slides link Help Guide -
Create An Interactive Google Presentation - Google Doc link Training Videos - Google Slides for Stories, Quizzes and Games - YouTube Links If you create your own Jeopardy game with this template, feel free to share it with me on the ericcurts@gmail.com or put a link in the comments below, and I'll be happy to add it to my list. And finally, mandatory disclaimer: This slideshow template is for educational
use only and is not affiliated with Jeopardy! or Sony Pictures Digital Inc. Jeopardy! is a registered trademark of Jeopardy Productions, Inc. ©2005 Jeopardy Productions, Inc. All rights reserved. I will leave the specific rules of the game up to you, but unless you a very small class, it is best to put students into the team when playing. In addition, using Google Slides to create Jeopardy does not allow us to
track scores or track which questions have been answered. You must save the save of things on a white board or something else. First, a disclaimer. This post is not sponsored by Jeopardy and I have no rights to the game or its name. That said, that doesn't mean we can't make a game like Jeopardy for class. This is a fun activity that can get students involved and work together to answer review questions
for material that has been discussed in the classroom. In this tutorial, I'll use Google Slides; however, I have other tutorials that include how to create Jeopardy games using PowerPoint.You can watch a video tutorial or follow the tutorial written below. Here's what the finished product looks like. If you are more artistic than me, feel free to make you look much better. It's really beautiful. Start The first thing I'm
going to do is edit the master slide. This doesn't have to be done to make the game work, but it does make some formatting faster. First click Slide and then Edit master. In this section, we can set any formatting we want for all slides to have. I'll set all the slide backgrounds to blue and all the text white. Now, create a new slide. On this slide you can delete one of the existing text boxes on the slide. Insert a
table. I chose table 6×6 so I could have six categories and five questions for each category. Of course, you can choose any number of categories or questions you want. After inserting the table, fill in the information in the table as below. Now, add a new slide. It's going to be a question slide. In the first box enter Category 1 – 400. Whatever you put in that text box will be the title of the slide, which will be
important later. In the larger box on the slide, put your question information. Note: In real Jeopardy, the board consists of answers and contestants give questions. In our example, we would do the opposite, so this is a question slide. Go ahead and copy the question slide and paste it just below. Enter the answer to the question in the larger box. Now, we have a question slide and an answer slide that follows
right after that. Now it's time for the link wire to make our game work. Go to &gt; Shapes &gt; Arrows and select the left-pointing arrow and place it at the bottom right of the answer slide. This will be our link that changes from the answer slide to the question slide. Right-click the arrow and Link. This brings up a small box to connect links to. In the Slides section of this presentation click Previous slide. Go
ahead and test this. Start the presentation on this slide and click the button to make sure that the button does send you back to the previous slide, the question slide, in our case. We still have one more button to add to our answer slide: to return to the game board. You can use any image for this link, a small silhouette of the house for example, but I will only use a rectangle for now. Place the image or
rectangle next to your arrow keys, right-click on it and click Link as if done with the previous back button. This time, however, we'll choose a slide that contains our game board. In my case it's the second slide. Now we need to go to the game board and link the number of question scores to the corresponding question slide. Highlight some text, right-click, click Link, and select the appropriate question slide.
Remember how I mentioned slide titles to be important before? If you named your slides correctly, using the category and number of question scores in the tile text box, it should be clear which slides to link to. I have set mine so that the first slide is always the question and the second slide with the same name is always the answer. Start your presentation and test all links. Make sure you can go from your
board to a specific question, to the answer, back to the question, back to the answer and finally back to the board. To add more questions and answers, just copy the slides of questions and answers you already have. The buttons you create are dynamic and will continue to work. The only thing you have to do is add Q&amp;A content and links from board to question. You can download the Google Slides
documents I use in this project here. Let me know if you use this in class and how it goes! Please follow and like us: Interactive Google Slides activity shared by #Ditchbook community!9. Create a narrated storybook. Resource: Google Slides for Student Created Storybooks by Eric Curts10. Play #QRBreakIn.Resource: Google Slides sticky note brainstorming: Robust planning12. Student interactive Google
Slides lab reports. Resource: Parallel &amp;amp; Perpendicular Memory Game with Google Slides by Mandi Tolen14. Discover or create a hyperdocs.16 novel. Create interactive Google Slides games. A2 I've been using slides lately to: - create interactive games - fact flashcards (thanks to the idea of a slide randoming tool I heard this week on podcast #gttribe)- introducing the concept of #hyperdocs for
interactive lessons #ditchbook - Julie P. Jones, PhD (@JuliePJones) September 27, 2019 17. Student reflection bulletin. Resources: Student Reflection Bulletin by Stephanie Howell18. Create #Booksnaps current one.19. Have fun with magnetic poetry. A2: Do I have to choose just one? I guess my favorite use should be either magnetic poetry or That Caption. Help make the creative juices flow! #ditchbook
#shakeuplearning— Angie Smith (@smittygetstechy) September 27, 2019 Resource: Winter Magnetic Poetry with Google Slides by Kasey Bell20. Create an interactive app with Google Slides.Resource: How to Create Your Own App with Google Slides (FREE Template) by Kasey Bell featuring ideas from Micah Shippee21. Make a meme. A2: Join late! I love letting students collaborate on a single slide
deck. Each their own slides. Also, can't go wrong with @PearDeck. Finally, we love doing Meme Monday where they create memes from our LT and post them to google slides. Google. Nathan Perry ⌁☍ (@n8than_thomas) September 27, 2019 Resource: Google Slides: Collaborative Meme Template by Alice Keeler22. Practice digital citizenship (and have fun) with fake social media templates.
Resources:23. Jigsaw with Iron Chef EduProtocol.Resource: Examples of Thin Slide Templates25. Use a unique slide URL for slide-to-slide that links activities. A2: So many ways to use Slides with students! Some of my favorites are for posters, linking between slides, and designing various other projects! Then, of course, it's all done with collaboration! #ditchbook— Evan Mosier (@emosier3) September
27, 2019 A2 I live to give them a question of thinking where we can collaborate to get answers, I like to create different lessons and allow students to do what they need. I LOVE creating comic books and putting them on iBooks #ditchbook — Mandi Tolen (@MandiTolenEDU) September 27, 2019 Resource: How to Create a Digital Interactive Notebook in your Google SlidesHave (or your students) ever use
slide tools to do more than just give a presentation in front of an audience? How? Which one are you most likely to use? Use?
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